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The gallery is pleased to exhibit the works of Frederick Kiesler (1890-1965) and Leon Polk Smith (1906-
1996), who in their individuated ways epitomized the avantgarde in American architecture and painting. 

 
FREDERICK KIESLER 

Horse Galaxy 
 

Kiesler’s concept of the galaxy originated in the teens through fragmented portraiture.  After many decades, 
he returned to his concept of the galaxy as a way of intermarrying architecture, painting and sculpture.  
Perhaps the galaxies could be most accurately described as Manny Farber’s description of Kiesler’s design 
for Peggy Guggenheim’s Art of this Century.  Farber states “What Kiesler has done essentially is to take 
the frames off the paintings, the paintings off the walls and the walls away from the gallery…. Without 
either frame or wall, the spectator gets a clearer shot of the picture image and can see it immediately for 
what it is.”  What Kiesler brought in innovation to picture display in 1942, he literally translated into a 
serial group of artworks culminating in the Horse Galaxy of 1954. 
 
Additionally, this exhibition marks the first awarding of the Austrian Frederick Kiesler Prize for 
Architecture and the Arts, awarded to Frank O. Gehry by the Frederick and Lillian Kiesler Foundation. 
 
   ____________________________________________________  
 
 
It seems Frederick Kiesler was obsessed by horses from his earliest childhood to the last years of his life.  
He never rode a horse and did not especially like them nor did horses like him. 
He told me his father, Julius, arranged for six-year-old Frederick to draw the Spanish Riding School 
horses in their stalls in Vienna.  He did mention he sat on a low stool and looked up at the belly of the 
horses.  There was no explanation for this made by him and no expressed reaction.  In 1954, he suddenly 
designed the Horse Galaxy, which we see here [in the gallery]. 
The last two years of his life he designed Bucephalus (1964), an environmental horse construction.  Using 
wire mesh covered with cement, he created a horse belly that was an Endless House, and he flung legs, 
head, tail into space.  The obsession is mysterious.  But how to explain our loves? 
 
        -Lillian Kiesler, October 1998 
 
For Frederick Kiesler’s 1954 exhibition at the Sidney Janis Gallery, he wrote the following on The Horse 
Galaxy… 
 
“In these galaxies, isolation of the framed painting is replaced by a group of units.  Framing is replaced by 
the space of the existing background.  The span of the interval between the different paintings is of inner  
 



 
 
 
 
 
necessity just as breathing is to our body reality.  It provides each galaxy with its natural measure of 
dimensions.  Of equal importance for the correlation of separate paintings is the specific character of the 
details.  Details here are not the result of elaboration but of intensification of focal points.  The same holds 
true of color.  As a result, the structural continuity of the galaxy has both the expanse and the limitation of 
group living.  Each painting represents a definite unit in itself just as in one family each member is of 
distinct individuality.  Yet, their firm cohesion (into one) is inborn no matter how heterogeneous the 
character of the members might be.  Under these circumstances, it seems natural that each painted unit, 
particularly when protruding from the wall, and viewed from the side, will also assume the value of a 
plastic entity, very much in the sense of sculpture, while the aspect of the total galaxy promotes too the idea 
of an architectural coordinate without destroying the main character as a painting.  Thus the traditional 
division of the plastic arts sculpture and architecture, is transmuted and overcome; and their fluid 
unification is now continued within rather than combined from without.  If the reassessment of values in 
these tense times is of necessity for each and all of us, one is convinced that the artist’s work too can no 
longer be placed in isolation: that art must strive again to become part of daily existence.  It seems 
therefore, that painters, sculptors, and architects must conceive their work – as part of the world.”   
 

-Frederick Kiesler, 1954 
 

LEON POLK SMITH 
Works of the 1950’s 

 
The notebook was an important format for Leon Polk Smith as it is with many artists.  In selecting a series 
of drawings for this exhibition we focussed on a group of some 60 sheets from 1955 that were loosely 
assembled within a pad.  Although there were a number of other bound notebooks within which to choose 
drawings, it seemed most correct to exhibit these works which Polk Smith had obviously detached and 
freely worked.  Here, we are given a chance to see the artist uninhibited by economy or the comparative 
grandeur of a canvas.  Many works carry on into each other, finalizing some thought process.  Others are 
unique; giving over to some sumptuous color combination that would become saccharine if extended 
further in serial form.  The nuance of line to Polk Smith was a forever-changing pleasure; to be able to use 
free-flowing line to create confined or endless space; expanding or contracting planes.  It seems that within 
this group are represented the many areas in which we celebrate his unique strength as a draftsman and 
painter. 
 
As a segue into the drawings, we will also have photographs of Leon Polk Smith’s Light Sculpture.  These 
photographs document a fleeting moment in which he is shown capturing the sun’s light, distorting it and 
reflecting it upon a surface.  Polk Smith’s first recorded light sculpture’s date to 1952 at his 51 West 10th 
Street studio.  They give a glimpse of his willingness to explore new avenues of visual stimulation and their 
translated effects. 
 
In addition to the drawings and photographs, a selection of small sized canvases from the 1950’s will be 
displayed.  A focal point of these will be Black Copper, a tondo from 1956-1957.  The use of the tondo in 
the mid 1940’s was emblematic of how Polk Smith changed how we look at hard edge painting, altering the 
shape of the canvas.  In future years he would physically alter the picture plain in his “screen” works or 
would bring painting into a more sculptural realm by joining oval or asymmetrical canvases to create such 
series of works as his “constellations.” 
 
 
 
 
The gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, from 10 to 5:30. 


